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DiagBox was asked to check for updates. When I clicked the option to ignore, the program remained
on a black screen and then terminated after an hour or two. I tried to run it again, but it tells me that
the registry won't let it run. No patches were installed. DiagBox.exe is 17.5KB large and when I try to
run it, it tells me that it cannot be run because of a problem with the registry. This has happened
before, when I removed DiagBox from the computer. Diagbox is so easy to use, this should be made
for all car manufacturers! I set up my XS Evo with no problem, which is great. At first I was a bit
confused about the setup. I choose everything from the 'System Settings' in the main menu. A good
explanation for each setting would make it even easier. You need to use appropriate drivers for your
car. Diagbox is not able to test all such combinations automatically. If Diagbox does not see the
device and/or the driver set up correctly then it will report the appropriate error messages. I just
have to say for all of you it was an awesome patch and despite the fact that I use a hybrid bluetooth-
blueray player I had no problem with bluetooth support in the update, I could then control volume
and play music at the same time and still be able to hear stuff fine. Cheers a lot on all your work First
of all, the Diagbox CD doesn't contain the net framework or any way of installing it. Secondly, the
patches appear to overwrite any changes Diagbox made to the registry, so that when the diabox is
next run, the regpaths are reset to defaults (which is why h2x is currently having problems). Thirdly,
there's no way of obtaining the net framework files for Vista or Windows 7 without a GUI. Finally, the
current patches break bluetooth which was working great in the previous versions, so I'd advise not
to use them unless you're willing to put up with crashes and disconnects all the time.
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DiagBox V6.01 on Windows 7 32-bit DiagBox Version 6.0.7 Installation was successful. Drivers could
not be installed. DiagBox could not start (error memory data). Solution. This may be attributable to:

DiagBox V6.01 on Windows XP. For more information, you can contact us. DiagBox V6.01 on
Windows 7 64-bit DiagBox Version 6.0.6 Installation was successful. Drivers could not be installed.
DiagBox could not start (error memory data). Solution. This may be attributable to: DiagBox V6.01
on Windows XP. For more information, you can contact us. DiagBox V6.01 on Windows XP DiagBox

Version 6.0.6 Installation was successful. Drivers could not be installed. DiagBox could not start
(error memory data). Solution. This may be attributable to: DiagBox V6.01 on Windows XP. For more

information, you can contact us. Others of your usual procedure with the firmware upgrade was
missed, which helped me with successful booting of the DiagBox 7.33 Update... You can verify that
the DiagBox version on your PC is at the new updated version by typing "veiculosdiagbox.exe" on

the command prompt. It worked perfectly. I could not just start the DiagBox when I got in front of the
machine. After the first startup, the system locked in a deep sleep mode, and only a reboot of the

machine could bring the system out of the system. 1- Download and execute the appropriate file for
your own setup. The process will copy all necessary files to the updt folder, it will then automatically
kill all DiagBox associated processes to enable overwriting without conflicts. 2- Run DiagBox to start

the update process and wait until DiagBox is operational. Once successfully operational, close
DiagBox and restart your computer to ensure all processes are running. 5ec8ef588b
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